I. INTRODUCTION
Money laundering is a process of converting unaccountable money in to accountable money. Day to day the technology is getting updated and in this fast changing technology many merits as well as demerits are associated. With the advent of E-Commerce the world has been so globalized and further the technology has made everything so user friendly that with a single click of a button, many transactions can be performed. Fraud Detection is mandatory since it affects not only to the financial institution but also to the entire nation. This criminal activity is appearing more and more sophisticated and perhaps this might be the major reason for the difficulty in fraud detection. This criminal activity leads to various adverse effects ranging from drug trafficking to financial terrorism. Traditional investigative techniques consume numerous man-hours. Data Mining is an area in which huge amounts of data are analyzed in different dimensions and angles and further categorized and then eventually summarized in to useful information. Data Mining is the process of finding correlation or patterns among dozens of fields in large databases. The governing bodies like Reserve Bank of India, Securities and Exchange Board of India have listed out various guidelines to the financial institutions. All the banks collect the list of transactions which is not in accordance with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and then submit it to Financial Investigation Unit (FIU) for further investigation. The FIU identifies the money laundering process from the statistical information obtained from various banks. This process is becoming more and more complicated since the count of suspicious transactions is increasing substantially and the rules imposed by RBI alone is not sufficient to monitor this criminal activity. The three stages of money laundering include Placement, Layering and Integration. The placement stage is the stage where in the actual criminal person disposes all the illegal cash to a broker. This broker or agent is responsible for distributing money. In the layering stage the cash is spread into multiple intermediaries that can include banks and other financial institution. The major issue lies in this layering stage of money laundering because here the transfer of money may be from one to one or one-to-many .The difficulty arises in tracing out all the chaining of transactions. developing an efficient tool for identifying the accounts, transactions and the amount involved in the layering stage of money laundering. The rest of the paper is organized as follows; the literature survey is presented in section-2 of the paper, section3 of the paper deals with the proposed method. Section 4 the experimental analysis and in section 5 the conclusion and Further Enhancement has been explained.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Gordon has given the detailed analysis of money laundering. Emerging markets have loose regulations with respect to anti money laundering. Money launderers often set up trade companies and have it acquire highly marketable goods and resell it well below market prices. This gives an unfair advantage to the fraudulent companies because they are not concerned about profits as legitimate business is. This destroys competition in the free market. Also fraudulent companies can obtain much cheaper financing from illegal sources than legitimate businesses that needs financing from free markets. Governments are worried about two implications of money laundering one is, money laundering acts as mechanism to aid terrorist financing and second is, money laundering reduces government tax revenues in a wide variety of ways. The underlying concern is that antimoney laundering efforts, in nature, is a detective mechanism and it will never be able to detect all criminal acts (Killick& Parody, 2007).Anti money laundering detection theories like Know-your-customer, Customer due diligence, monitoring client activities etc were identified by financial industry regulators.
R.cory Watkins et al. [6] has mentioned that from the time of layering stage criminals tries to pretend that laundered money looks like as funds from legal activities and that cannot be differentiated normally. Traditional investigative approaches use to uncover money laundering patterns can be broken down into one of three categories: Identification, detection avoidance and supervision.
Nhien An Le Khac et al. [1] [2][3] constructed a data mining based solutions for examining transactions to detect money laundering and suggested an investigating process based on different data mining techniques such as Decision tree, genetic algorithm and fuzzy clustering. By merging natural computing techniques and data mining techniques; knowledge based solution were proposed to detect money laundering. Different approaches were proposed for quick identification of customers for the purpose of application of Anti money laundering. In their paper implemented an approach where in they determined the important factors for investigating money laundering in the investment activities and then proposed an investigating process based on clustering and neural network to detect suspicious cases in the context of money laundering. In order to improve running time heuristics such as suspicious screening were applied.
Yang Qifeng et al. [4] in their paper mentioned that online payment becomes a convenient way to launder money with development of e-commerce. They constructed an anti-money laundering system as a service function of union bank center. This system can monitor and analyze the transaction data dynamically, and provide auxiliary judgment and the decision support for anti-money laundering Jong Soo Park et al. [8] in their paper examined the issue of mining association rules among items in a large database of sale transactions. The problem of discovering large item sets can be solved by construction of candidate set of item sets first and then identifying within this item set those item sets that need the large item set requirement. The generation of smaller candidate sets enables us to effectively trim the transaction database size at a much earlier stage of the iteration thereby reducing the computational cost.
PankajRichhariya et al. [7] views on fraud detection is owing to levitate and rapid escalation of E-commerce, cases of financial fraud allied with it are also intensifying which results in trouncing of billions of dollars worldwide each year. They provided a comprehensive and review of different techniques like credit card fraud detection, online auction fraud, telecommunication fraud detection, and computer intrusion technique. The disadvantage with the intrusion detection system has poor portability because the system and its rule set must be specific to the environment being monitored.
Jiawei Han et al. [5] in their book focused on improving the efficiency of apriori algorithm and then explained Hash based technique to reduce the size of candidate k -tem set, Ck, for k>1.
Liu khan.et.al [9] proposed a model for identification of suspicious financial transactions using support vector machine. In support vector machine classification the random selection of parameters affects the results and he proposed a method to select appropriate parameters using cross validation. Srrekumar.et.al [10] has reviewed various data mining techniques that are used to detect money laundering which consists of huge amount of banking transactions data from day to day activities. He provided an insight into it.
G.Krishna priya,Dr.M.Prabakaran [11] proposed a time variant approach using the behavioral patterns where the transaction logs are split are various timing windows and depend upon it they generated the behavioral patterns of the customer. By the proposed approach it not only identifies the suspicious accounts but also identifies the group accounts which are involved in money laundering Denys A. Flores, Olga Angelopoulos [14] projected an useful system for Anti Money Laundering which observe and checks the transactions depending on various techniques. The link analysis is the important technique which is used to make stronger the analyst belief. By combing the rule based approach and risk based approach the risk based approach can achieve the customer profile and transaction risky score. 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Identifying Money Laundering is very difficult task due to vast number of transactions were involved. To overcome this problem we propose a method which makes use of Hash based association mining for generating frequent transactional datasets and a graph theoretic approach for identifying the traversal path of the suspicious transactions, using which all possible paths between agent and integrator are identified. This Graph Theoretic approach seems to be interesting, because they can detect complex dependencies between transactions. It is also possible to take into account properties and relations of entities involved in sending and receiving the transfers.
The proposed system uses Hashing Technique to generate frequent accounts. A synthetic transactional database was used to experiment the proposed method The same scenario which is similar to the present banking system is considered each individual bank"s data that is stored in Databases say Data base1, Database 2...and so on are taken together and combined to form a single large database. Now the data of this large database has to be pre-processed in order to obtain data which is free from all null and missing or incorrect values. A hash based technique is applied on the transactional dataset to obtain a candidate set of reduced size. From this reduced size of candidate set we obtain Frequent-2 item set. This frequent-2 item sets further forms the edges and nodes of the graph. On applying the "Longest Path in a directed acyclic graph" algorithm we obtain the path in which large amount has been transferred. On the basis of indegree and out-degree of each node, we determine agent and integrator. The proposed system is represented in two steps Step1: Applying hash based technique to generate frequent 2 item set. This technique is used to reduce the candidate k-items, Ck, for k>1.
The formula for hash function used here for creating Hash Table is
Step 2: Identifying suspicious transactions path using graph theoretic approach
• Linking all the transactions sequentially and generating a graph by considering each account in the frequent item set as a node.
• For each link between the transaction, assign weights to reflect the multiplicity of the occurrence and hence the strength of the path.
• Finding the in-degree and out-degree of each node and determining agent and integrator.
The Hashing Technique which is adopted but the same iterative level wise approach of apriori algorithm is followed. This means that K-item sets are used to explore (k+1) item sets.
A. Hash Based Technique overAprioriAlgorithm:
A hash based technique can be used to reduce the size of the candidate k-item sets, Ck, for k>1. This is because in this technique we apply a hash function to each of the item set of the transaction.
Suppose for equation (1), we have an item set {A1, A4}, then x=1 and y=4.Hence h (1, 4) = ((1*10) +4) mod 7=14 mod 7=0.Now we place {A1, A4} in bucket address 0.
Likewise we fill the hash table and record the bucket count. If any bucket is having count less than the minimum support count, then that whole bucket (i.e. its entire contents) is discarded)All the undeleted bucket counts now form elements of candidate set. Thus now we have a candidate item set which is smaller in size and hence we need to scan the database less number of times to find the frequent item sets thereby improving the efficiency of apriori algorithm.
Candidate 2-item set generation: All the contents of the undeleted hash table contents are copied and then the duplicate transactions are eliminated. Then we obtain candidate 2 item set.
Transitivity relation: As at a time only 2 accounts are involved in a transaction, to find the chaining of accounts, we have used the mathematical transitivity relation, i.e., if A->B and B->C, then A->B->C.
Frequent 3 item sets:
From the transitivity relation we obtain 3 item sets. These item sets have the amount associated with it.
Generating a sequential traversal path: From the frequent accounts, we can create the edges of the graph and also the weight of each edge is equal to the amount transferred between those two accounts.
Longest path in a directed acyclic graph: There are many paths in the graph. Now to find the most suspicious path, we are applying this algorithm and getting the path with the total amount. The entire implementation can be understood by considering a small example of twenty two transactions.
• Step 1: Generating frequent accounts using hashing: Consider a small transaction dataset of 22 transactions. On this set of 22 transactions hash formula is applied equ (1) is applied.
Here x= from_acc_id and y=to_acc_id Now all these 22 transactions are grouped in to different indexes in hash table. Now the bucket count is calculated for each bucket. 2  A2->A3  {2,3}  10  A1->A2  {1,2}  18  A1->A2  {1,2}   3  A3->A4  {3,4}  11  A5->A6  {5,6}  19  A3->A5  {3,5}   4  A1->A4  {1,4}  12  A3->A5  {3,5}  20  A4->A5  {4,5}   5  A4->A6  {4,6}  13  A3->A6  {3,6}  21  A3->A4  {3,4}   6  A5->A6  {5,6}  14  A1->A2  {1,2}  22  A2->A3  {2,3}   7  A3->A5  {3,5}  15  A3->A5  {3,5}   8  A3->A6  {3,6}  16  A3->A6  {3,6} Now all these 22 transactions are grouped in to different indexes in hash table. Now the bucket count is calculated for each bucket. Enter the minimum bucket count (say 2). Then all the bucket whose total count is less than the minimum bucket will be deleted with all its contents. Here bucket 4 is deleted. 
Minimum Bucket Count=2

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The proposed system is accessed using a 17000. We have taken a synthetic transaction dataset from multiple banks over a period of 120 days. We consider here transaction datasets up to seventeen thousand sizes. For different dataset we select different tables and enter different values of support/threshold count. We first apply hashing technique to generate frequent 2 item sets. This is the result obtained after applying Hashing Technique. We observe that when the no of transactions in the data set increases, the no of frequent account also increases. However if we increase the support count value to a large value then a few no of frequent transactions are obtained as in the last case of our experiment.
A graph can be plotted as Size of dataset v/s No of frequent transactions. The Algorithm to find the longest path in a directed acyclic graph is applied on these frequent transactions in each of the above four cases. We get the following results. Similarly we can find a path between any two frequent accounts using this algorithm.
For Eg: we can find the path between 31 and 49 in 10000 dataset transaction giving minimum bucket count as 1400 and minimum support count as 4.
31->96->86->36->49. The proposed system improve the efficiency of the existing anti money laundering techniques by identifying the suspicious accounts in the layering stage of money laundering process by generating frequent transactional datasets using Hash based Association mining. The generated frequent datasets will then be used in the graph theoretic approach to identify the traversal path of the suspicious transactions. We were successful in finding the agent and integrator in the transaction path. In our solution, we have considered the frequent accounts as the parameter and have obtained a chaining of accounts. These accounts have the highest possibility of being suspicious as there are involved in huge amount of transactions frequently. The solution proposed here is highly advantageous over the existing anti-money laundering rules.
Further enhancement: With the chaining of accounts, we can further develop a system which identifies the sure relation between these identified suspicious accounts using concepts like ontology. The relation between these accounts can give us additional information like whether the involved criminal people are belonging to same occupation or to the same location etc.
The frequent accounts should not be the only criteria for finding out the suspicious transaction as there may be a case when the transaction does not occur frequently but even then they are illegal. To trace out such cases additional parameters have to be considered. 
